
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LIFE OF ALFRED NOBEL

His father was Immanuel Nobel and his mother was Andriette Ahlsell Nobel. They named their son Alfred. Alfred's father
was an engineer and inventor. He built.

Over the years he founded factories and laboratories in some 90 different places in more than 20 countries. By
the time of his death in he had patents. A painting of Immanuel Nobel demonstrating his naval or sea mines to
the Tsar of Russia. For many years, the Swedish Academy interpreted "ideal" as "idealistic" idealistisk and
used it as a reason not to give the prize to important but less romantic authors, such as Henrik Ibsen and Leo
Tolstoy. Nitroglycerin itself, however, remained difficult to transport and extremely dangerous to handle.
Advertisement But, Nobel wasn't just an industrialist, but also a scientist, a poet, and a playwright, so it
shouldn't come as a surprise that he would want to support these fields. What is Alfred Nobel famous for? She
later became very active in the peace movement. In Alfred Nobel was asked to come back and work in the
family enterprise which was booming because of its deliveries to the Russian army. His other two sons, Robert
and Ludvig, remained in St. The family was impoverished, and only Alfred and his three brothers survived
past childhood. Alfred was prone to illness as a child, but he enjoyed a close relationship with his mother and
displayed a lively intellectual curiosity from an early age. In his will, he left the bulk of his fortune in trust to
establish what came to be the most highly regarded of international awards, the Nobel Prizes. In , Immanuel
Nobel decided to try his business somewhere else and left for Finland and Russia. In connection with his
construction work Immanuel Nobel also experimented with different techniques for blasting rocks. They
named their son Alfred. Factories in different places Dynamite and detonating caps were much in demand in
the construction industry. Since the deciding bodies he had chosen were more concerned with the former, the
prizes went to scientists more often than engineers, technicians or other inventors. Nobel was very interested
in social and peace-related issues and held what were considered radical views in his era. During his life Nobel
was issued patents internationally and by his death his business had established more than 90 armaments
factories, despite his apparently pacifist character. He had an abiding interest in literature and wrote plays,
novels, and poems, almost all of which remained unpublished.


